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“If these walls could talk. . . .” They will in Open House, a major new exhibit opening 

at the Minnesota History Center on January 14.

Open House uses a single existing house in the Railroad Island neighborhood on 

St. Paul’s East Side as a window into the daily lives of people of the past. The exhibit 

tells the stories of the working-class families who lived in 470 Hopkins Street, from 

the first German immigrants through the Italians, African Americans, and now Hmong 

who succeeded them. This seemingly ordinary house opens up to reveal a host of 

human stories, bringing to light lives that once seemed lost to history. 

Open House uncovers history at a personal level—the day-to-day rituals, joys, 

and tragedies that made up the lives of the people at 470 Hopkins Street.

parlor, visitors run a magic lantern show, play with Victorian toys, 

and see why Martha’s piano lesson went awry.

kitchen, visitors learn about 75 chickens, the war, and Michelina’s 

wedding day. (What’s that clucking?!)

living room, visitors see the view out the window dissolve into scenes 

of Laos and the Thai refugee camps, visions from the journey Pang Toua’s 

family took to America.

Throughout, the stories are historically specific and real, but their reach is broad and 

timeless—stories of parents and children, neighbors and relatives, making a living 

and making a home, occupying a place and making it one’s own. 

Open House visitors explore rooms representing 470 Hopkins in different eras. 

Visitors become detectives, piecing together the lives of the families who lived in the 

house. At once a familiar setting and surprising at every turn, the exhibit makes dra-

matic use of media. Sitting down at the dining room table triggers photos that appear 

in the dinner plates and a recording of Grace Tinucci’s memories of meeting her fu-

ture in-laws at a big family dinner. Touching a silver-dollar jar launches home movies 

and the Krismers’ story of saving coins for their family vacations across Minnesota. 

Open House engages visitors in what can—and, sometimes, can’t—be recovered 

from the past.
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